
Eurhonet - IT in Housing 
Uppsala’s leading provider of homes 



Sweden’s fourth largest city 

 

   205 000 inhabitants  

 

 

70 km north of Stockholm 

 

    

  Centre for research and  

   education  
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Almost every 6:th person living in 

Uppsala has their home through Uppsalahem 

 

In total we have 15 856  appartments which 

3 650 are student accommodations 

 

Have built 20 000 homes in total 

since 1946 



Which are the tools whom you use in your company (ex.  
FB/Newsletter/emails/door to door)? Their frequency, how many time to you 
use them? 

 
Uppsalahem uses the following digital tools for communication with our 
tenants: Facebook, Twitter, e-mail, newsletters and though our 

company website. 

 

Frequency: 

 

Facebook: Daily. 

Twitter: Weekly. Responding to our tenants and media. 

Newsletter: Monthly letter from Mikael Rådegård - Managing Director.  

Website: Daily updates, integrated with Facebook. 

 

Other: 

We use Linkedin - when hirering! 

Digital interactive screens in the buildings (local information) 

Door to door  

Local information meetings 
 



In your job what is the main problem? please to identify one or two. 

● Getting the right information and feedback back to our tenants when a 

“case is closed” by a third party entrepreneurs.  

● Effective cost monitoring of IT issues/problems 

 

 Which is your current project or your main project to accomplish by the end of 
2015? 

● Uppsalahems fiber installation project ends in late 2015, all of Uppsalahems 
buildings will be connected through fiberoptic network.  

(If you have the figures), could you provide the percentage of digital inclusion 
among your tenants? 
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Statistics for custumers and  Services in  Uppsalahems broadband 

fiberoptic network 

Totalt amount of services: 
9504(8970 dec) 

TV=3326 35%
(36%)

Telephone=342 4%
(4%)

Broadband=5235
55% (56%)

Broadband 0,5=428
5% (5%)



Frodeparken, 70 new 

homes in the heart of 

Uppsala 

The largest solar 

facade on a apartment 

house in the Nordic countries 



 Royal interest  

for 

  Frodeparken 



Welcome to 
Uppsala! 
David Livmar 

IT Project Manager 


